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Demographic Information
N=l73 for all
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This is particularly
minority
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of concern
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more minority

principle
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of involving

more
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Sex:
74% of volunteer

directors

are women.

26% of volunteer

directors

are men.

Comment:. The Americans Volunteer
today almost as much total
this

balance

Geographic

volunteer

is not yet reflected

to low salaries

- 1974 study and background
time is provided

in on-line

or the stereotyping

of this

indicate

by men as women.
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position

data

Perhaps·this

Significantly
fact

as a female role.

Area of Employment:

72% of volunteer

directors

work in agencies

serving

an urban area.

28% of volunteer

directors

work in agencies

serving

a rural

Human Service

area.

Area Served:

28% of volunteer

directors

serve

the health

21% of volunteer

directors

serve

the communiti service

18% of volunteer

directors

serve

the criminal

15% of volunteer

directors

serve

the educational

sistem.

7% of volunteer

directors

serve

the RSVP and/or

prosrrams for the elderli.

volunteer

directors

have 12 iears

15% of volunteer

directors

have 13-14 rears

of education.

43% of volunteer

directors

have 15-16 rears

of education.

24% of volunteer

directors

have 17-18 iears

of education.

7% of volunteer

directors

have 19 or more Iears

30% of volunteer

directors

have majored

in social

18% of volunteer

directors

have majored

in humanities.

4% of volunteer

directors

have majored

in business

administration.

2% of volunteer

directors

have majored

in phrsical

sciences.

and hospital
justice

sistem.
sistem.
sistem.

!_!! other
Level of Education
_.2!.of

of education.

of education.

_2! blank
Level of Education

13% other
29% blank

(i.e.

languages,

education)

sciences.

that
relates

. ·'
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This profession
background,

is a relatively

though centering

highly

educated

in the hwnanities

Number of Years in Volunteer

group with diverse

and social

educational

sciences.

Leadership:

56% of volunteer

directors

have been in roles

as leaders

of volunteers

for

0- 5 rears.

22% of volunteer

directors

have been in roles

as leaders

of volunteers

for

6-11 iears.

11% of volunteer

directors

have been in roles

as leaders

of volunteers

for

12-17 rears.

volunteer

directors

have been in roles

as leaders

of volunteers

for 18-23 :.::ears.

volunteer

directors

have been in roles

as leaders

of volunteers

for more than

~of

...1! of

23 years.

Fifty-six

dicates

percent

growth of the profession,

over in the first
to be repeatedly
They also
another

few years
filled.

indicate

profession,

Yearlr

of Directors

perhaps

within
Salarr:

falling
but also

of service,
The data

that,

at least

that

volunteer

in the 0-5 years
may be attributed

and therefore,

in part

consistent

in some service

areas

move frequently

with that
this

to high turnassumption.

from one position

to

the profession.
salaries
equivalents.)

for part-time

(All

work were converted

directors

are volunteers

2!_of

volunteer

directors

receive

$ 5,001 -

7,000 12er iear.

14% of volunteer

directors

receive

$ 7,001 -

9,000 12er rear.

29% of volunteer

directors

receive

12% of volunteer

directors

receive

$ 9,001 - 11,000 12er iear.
$11,001 - 13,000 ~r :i::ear.

volunteer

directors

receive

of volunteer

directors

receive

~of

volunteer

directors

receive

~of

volunteer

directors

receive

1%

in-

is not a brand new

11% of volunteer

~of

probably

a high number of vacancies

are at least
leaders

category

to full-time

salary

($0 per rear).

$13,001 - 15,000 12er rear.
$15,001
17,000 12er iear.
$17,001 - 19,000 ~r rear.
$19,001 - 21,000 per rear.

12% Blank
Arithmetic
year.

mean is $9,675.00.

Only 17% report

salaries

of more than $13,000 per
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Titles:
27\ of volunteer

directors

have the title,

Coordinator

18\ of volunteer

directors

have the title,

Executive

18\ of volunteer

directors

have the title,

Director

of Volunteer

Services.

or Pro~ram Director.
of Volunteer

Services.

28\ of volunteer
directors
have "other" programmatic titles
such as "social
worker," "child protection
worker," "project manager," etc.
~

Blank
Harriet

Naylor's

"Director"

work with Department

is the professional

title,

has a way to go in responding

of Labor,

recommends that

Coordinator

to this

is not.

need for title

the title

Apparently,

of

the field

change.

SUMMARY
ANDCONCLUSION
The total

estimated

of volunteer

number of people

leadership

in the United

actively

States

The modal member of the profession
She has completed

sciences.

Having been a leader

has the title
of $9,675.
teer

of Coordinator

graduate
specialized

she would prefer

degree

In addition
volunteer
volunteers.

Alliance
special

outreach

identification

corners

a generic

she now

an annual

salary

opportunities
if

for volun-

she decides

degree

to attend

in administration

who comprise
people

to a

the size

will

Involvement

of this

provide

might

Task Force

find

this

for
vast

a vehicle

movement, to allow

The Research

of

leadership

and character

for Volunteerism
group.

the profession

who provide

of the volunteer

on Religious

of volunteerism

with a larger

professions,

would learn

much about

sample in the near future.

characteristics

of the profession.

formation

seven years,

for

the

of the

group of

interest.

the population
ilar

However,

about

Alliance

to all

force

in educational

many other

and study of this

and the task

The field
repeated

are a great

the newly-formed

with sufficient

over

in an urban

in the social

and receives

60,000 people

There is much to be learned

Perhaps

further

there

and hospitals

administration.

to the approximately

leadership,

is a 36-year-old

with a major

Services

to obtain

in volunteer

of health

worthwhile.

1975 was 60,000.

leadership

for just

participated

in the profession

the year

of education,

of Volunteer

which she considered

school

area

of volunteers

She has previously

leaders

group.

16 years

during

of volunteer

white woman employed by the human service
setting.

participating

change or remain

A comparative

study of this

such as the social

as to the place

of volunteer

itself

A parallel
static

study

were to be

study would show whether

and would also

1975 census

work profession,would
leadership

if this

to a census
also

in the helping

provide

measure

the growth

of other
valuable

professions.

simin-

Appendix A

NLRCSl/7S

NATIONAL
SEARCH
ANDRE UESTFORRESOURCE
ASSISTANCE: DIRECTORS
OF VOLUNTEER
PROGRAMS
NATIONAL
LEARNING
RESOURCE
CENTER
The National Information Center on Volunteerism
P. O. Box 4179
Boulder, Colorado 80302
Your Name_______________________

Title __________

_

Organi:ation, __________________________________

_

ddress ____________________________________

elephone No.

_

Date.___________

)

How long has your VACor Volunteer Bureau been in existence?
B.

Did any other organization
community? Yes
No

of similar

purpose exist

If yes, for approximately

what time period?

Describe the geographical
describe)

area you serve.

previous

From.____
A city __

Since.__ __,...,....19
(month)
to that date in your

, 19_,
A county ___

----------------------

_

1) Total population (latest estimate) in this area ______________
2) Approximate size of geographical area in square miles ________

to ____

, 19_

Other (please
-:__;sq. mi.

E.

Please attach your latest,
most complete address list of directors,
coordinators,
supervisors of volunteer programs in your area (indicate at top, date on which this
list was prepared).

F.

What percent of the people actually serving in this capacity,
think this list covers? (anywhere from 100% to 1%)___
%

in your area,

do you

G. Now, separately from the address list requested above (E), would you please make
the best estimate you can as follows:
In the geographical area served by VACor
Volunteer Bureau, the number of people who call themselves directors,
coordinators,
supervisors or facilitators
of volunteer programs, and/or who are so thought of by
others, is :_____
total.

---~-

1) Of these
(total:
same as above)
a)
work full-time in job
b)
work more than half-time, but less than full-time
c)
work less than half-time
2) Of these _____
(total)
a) ___
are paid
b)
are unpaid

NLRCSl/75
age 2 - National
3) I estimate

is$

Search

&Request

for Resource Assistance,

etc.

the average yearly wage for those who work full-time
per year.

For those who work approximately
__.per year.

$___

half-time,

I estimate

and are paid,

the average amount is

This question is about any educational organization in your community which may
have offered a course for directors,
supervisors,
coordinators or facilitators
of
volunteer programs.
1) Educational

organizations
are doing so now:

which have done so in the past in my community, or

Name

------------------------------Address_______________________________

I

_

Name

-------------------------------

Address

------------------------------

Name

-------------------------------

Address.________

2) Other educational

,:-;,----.-.,:-:-,---,--,----,--,..,,.----,.-=---------

(Use additional

organizations

sheet if required)

which have expressed

some interest

in doing so:

Name

------------------------------Address
------------------------------

Name

-------------------------------

Address
---------,(;-;U-se-a-d'd"i-,t""i_o_n_a·1-s

7

hc-e-e-:t:-;i,;f,--r_e_q_u"'"i=r-ed"),-----------

Can the NATIONAL
LEARNING
RESOURCE
CENTERoffer you any resource help in stimulating the offering of educational opportunities
concerned with volunteer program
direction,
supervision,
coordination or facilitation?
If so, please tell us how.

(Use additional

sheet if required)

Is there any other organization facilitating
volunteerism in your community:
FISH, a college volunteer clearinghouse, or the like? Yes___
No___
_
If yes, please give names and addresses

e.g.

of·these:
(continued

on next page)

